THEME 1: WE DECIDE WHO COMES HERE
SUMMARY

WHY TALK ABOUT
IMMIGRATION?

• Several misunderstandings exist today
around migrants and refugees; some of these
are borne out of a sense that some born
Australians have been left behind

• There are several unfounded myths in
our society which mislead Australians by
painting a picture that migration harms the
Australian economy. They include:

• Despite the controversies that surround
their migration to Australia, migrants have

11. Migrants drain resources such as
housing, hospitals, transportations and
infrastructure.

contributed significantly to Australia
throughout history

22. Migrants take jobs which make it harder
for Australians seeking jobs.

• Refugees - often fleeing desperate situations
- have also similarly contributed to Australia’s

33. Australia is “too full” to accept anyone

past and present

from outside.

• Migrants are crucial for Australia’s economic

• The prevalence of these myths combined with
some media commentary, political rhetoric
and growing weaknesses in Australia’s
economy have left many Australians
feeling frustrated. This frustration has led
to prejudice, barriers to inclusiveness and
social discord which is further harming the
community

future in the face of growing competition
throughout the world
• Australia’s social environment can be
dramatically improved if we all empathise
with the challenges and circumstances faced
by migrants and refugees

• The solution to these problems is to
challenge these myths through informed
conversation

DO MIGRANTS “CHOOSE” NOT TO “WORK HARD”?
• The idea that migrants are lazy and do not work

which prevented them from having the same

is factually incorrect. Approximately 70% of

upbringing, education and privileges that most

Australia’s migrant intake are skilled individuals

Australians automatically have.

who would not be allowed entry were it not for

• This makes it very tough for them to find work - it

their qualifications and capacity to contribute

is not a matter of them “choosing” not to. In fact,

to the community. They do work and they work

the very act of them being able to survive in a

hard - we have a lot to owe them.

new place, with a new language, while dealing

• As for the remaining few who cannot work,

with practical difficulties, discrimination etc

their context needs to be considered before

takes a lot of “hard work” which we Australians

passing judgements. Most of these people have

may take for granted.

fled persecution, killings and other war-horrors
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AUSTRALIA: A HISTORY
OF MIGRATION

MIGRANTS’
CONTRIBUTION TO
AUSTRALIA’S ECONOMY

• Australia is a nation of migrants. Non-white
migrants arrived and settled into Australia

• The Australian government realised the value

as early as the early 1800s. They arrived in

of migrant contribution which made them

waves based on various developments in

gradually lift the non-white immigration ban.

Australia or overseas countries, such as the

• Migrants have helped the Australian

Australian Gold Rush and the Irish Potato

economy in a number of ways, such as

Famine.

offsetting Australia’s ageing population,

• Although attempts were made to prevent

improving the labour force and dramatically

non-whites from entering Australia such as

increasing Australia’s economic growth.

the The Immigration Restriction Act in 1901,

• A couple of notable contributions include the

after World War II the Australian government

Snowy Hydro Project - a 25-year long project

decided the nation must “populate or perish”

in involving 100,000 workers of which 65%

in the face of labour shortages and other

were migrants from diverse backgrounds, and

weaknesses in the Australian economy.

also the tremendous work of Afghanistan and

• This meant that immigration policies were

Indian cameleers in developing Australia’s

being relaxed and non-white migrants were

outback, which lasted for several decades.

increasing until 1 in 3 people were either
migrants or the child of a migrant in 1971.
After the 1980s, there was a more explicit
focus on skills-based migrants as required by
Australia’s industries.

AUSTRALIA NEEDS MIGRANTS - FOR SEVERAL REASONS
• History shows that Australia has depended

• Finally, it is only with migrants that Australia can

heavily on migrants, such that roughly half of all

build a society that appreciates the diversity

current Australians are either children of migrants

of the world and region in which it finds itself

or migrants themselves.

and through which it can expose itself to the
viewpoints necessary to succeed as a nation in a

• The future is no different. In fact, researchers at

globalised world.

Treasury and the Department of Home Affairs
have predicted that Australia’s attention on
skilled migrants will continuously improve
economic growth between the years 2020 and
2050, and this is necessary as it will curb the
economic consequences of Australia’s ageing
population.
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